
HAIERS CULTURE

Haier was founded in and developed in the waves and tides of the reform and open-up. Over 28 years, having always
aimed to create value for users, and .

They seem to have a masterful sense of timingâ€”selecting the right moment to abolish the old and embrace
the new. A software was designed specifically to sho ea h e plo ee s o t i utio i this hai a d p o ides a p ofit a d
loss state e t every day. Rites, rituals and ceremonies 4. Trying to analyze Huawei in regards to the competing
values framework makes the usto e o ie tatio take a lea pole positio i Hua ei s di e tio. They then train and hire
employees which will operate in other divisions and scrutinized. To adapt to customers constant changing
needs, work groups are designed to continuously adapt to new demands. The last concept addresses the model
by which employees and users both get the most value. They are rarely late in adapting. The openness for new
ideas and research is in contrast to the strict rules and authoritarian structure at the company. Revolutions
Ruimin is arguably the leading management strategist of modern times. The lifespan of an enterprise depends
on a proper value which is the strategic basis and the basis to resist temptation of an enterprise. He further
goes on to define that analyzing organizational culture happens on three levels, o se a le a tifa ts, alues a d asi u
de l i g assu ptio s i id. The Case of Haier Feng Fei, vice-minister of industry and information and technology,
said on Monday the government will roll out more policies to support innovation to upgrade the country's
manufacturing industry. In this paper though, I face various obstacles which will hinder my ability to
accurately categorize each company. Fan Feifei in Beijing contributed to this story. By splitting up the
workers into ZZJYTs based on products and function, the customer often becomes the next people down the
production chain. This moved him to a symbolic act that won him national fame. They become the primary
resources for innovation. Zhang Ruimin also put great effort into shaping the employees work discipline and
ethos. All project teams become self-managing SBUs with assigned company goals. The focus then changed
to continued customer orientation and growth also via cooperation Zhang and Zhang  And they did. Haier
seems addicted to change. Considering all this, Haier would easily fit into the Adhocracy sphere of the
competing values framework. Entrepreneurs within the microenterprise often become shareholders, which
makes them self-employed, self-organized and self-motivated. The typical hierarchical pyramid structure, with
its top-down management style, helps them achieve a high level of productivity and quality of product. All
these statements let me preemptively conclude that Huawei is featured on the competing value framework
firmly within the Market culture type, while there are certainly tendencies towards new change. Subsequently,
Haier reorganizes into small, independent companies microenterprises. The spirit of doing pioneering work is
entrepreneurship; Haier encourages each employee to have entrepreneurship; change from being managed into
independent management and becomes the CEO of their own. Behind shared norms and values stands the idea
that interaction between members of a group leads to behavioral norms which then progressively turn into 4
cultural features Bush and Middlewood  The recipe for success is to use one type of sauce to blend different
vegetables. Multiple other sources also emphasize how Huawei and Ren Zhengfei in particular claim their
customer focus a o e all else, i uotes as We e ist to se e usto e s, hose de a d is the d i i g fo e behind our
development, and we measure our work against how much value we bring to usto e s, e ause e a o l su eed th
ough ou usto e s' su ess Chi aDail , o state e ts like; he [Ren Zhengfei] told us that he would meet any customer
in person, no matter how small they were, but that Roach [an American investor] as ot a usto e De Cremer and
Tao  O the o pa s ho epage, Hua ei also st esses, that the customer satisfaction are its first and foremost goal.
And some are surprised that we do not mention them more. Fierce competition resulted. The behavioral side
uses ceremonies, rituals and rules as well as certain patterns of social interaction to enforce the culture. Since
this far exceeds the scope of this paper, I rely on another method to adequately capture the organizational
culture. First and foremost, the general way to approach this classification would work via an Organizational
Culture Assessment Instrument OCAI test, which would be distributed within the company itself. Haier has
been chosen for its world leader status in the segment of large home appliances as well as being featured in
our seminar as well. Considering the company today though, it certainly fits with the innovative outputs and
agility that so often is demanded from 12 its employees. The proposition was that Haier would be a company
where substandard products would not be tolerated a d a ze o defe ts poli ould e e a ted Wa g :.


